### Fun Summer Reading and Listening For Rising First Graders • 2021
A Collaboration of the Newton Public School Library Teachers & the Newton Free Library Youth Services Librarians

**Newton Free Library**
330 Homer Street, Newton, MA 02459 • (617) 796-1360
http://newtonfreelibrary.net/kids/ • https://www.facebook.com/newtonfreekids/

#### Picture Books
1. Allman, John Robert. *Boys Dance!* (J PIC, EB)
2. Ajmera, Maya. *Come Out and Play* (J PIC, EB)
4. Johnson, Angela. *A Girl Like Me* (J PIC, EB)
5. Larsen, Andrew. *I Do Not Like Stories* (J PIC)
6. Lynn, Jacque. *Space Matters* (J PIC, EB)
7. Lyon, George Ella. *Boats Float!* (J [PIC] TRANS, EB)
8. Medina, Meg. *Evelyn Del Rey is Moving...* (J PIC, EB, EA)
9. Philip, Meg. *I Really Want the Cake* (J PIC, EB, EA)
10. Raschka, Chris. *The Blue Table* (J PIC, EB)
12. Sayre, April Pulley. *Being Frog* (J PIC, EB)
14. Stutzman, Jonathan. *Don’t Feed the Coos!* (J PIC, EB)
15. Twohy, Mike. *Spacebot* (J PIC, EB)
16. Ward, Jennifer. *How to Find a Bird* (J PIC, EB)

#### Rising Readers and Graphic
18. Kenah, Katharine. *The Best Seat in First...* (J RISING, EB)
20. LaRochelle, David. *See the Cat...* (J RISING, EB)
21. Perl, Erica S. *The Lucky Dogs...* (J RISING, EB)
22. Shaskan, Stephen. *Pizza and Taco...* (J GRAPHIC, EB)
23. Willems, Mo. *I Want to Sleep Under the Stars!* (J RISING)

#### Nonfiction and Biography
25. Lendroth, Susan. *Here We Go Digging for Dinosaur Bones* (J 560.92 L54H, EB)

---

**Need even more books to read? Check the shelves for these series and authors we love!**

**Series:** Max and Mo by Patricia Lakin (J RISING)
Ty’s Travels by Kelly Starling Lyons (J RISING) •

**Authors:** Mac Barnett • Amy Schwartz

**EB = E-Book, EA=E-Audiobook V = Vox Book**